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An Economical Class of Droop-Compensated
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Abstract—In this brief, we address the design of economical
recursive generalized comb filters (GCFs) by proposing an ef-
ficient technique to quantize the multipliers in the z-transfer
function employing power-of-2 (PO2) terms. GCFs are efficient
anti-aliasing decimation filters with improved selectivity and
quantization noise rejection performance around the so-called
folding bands with respect to classical comb filters. The proposed
quantization technique guarantees perfect pole–zero cancelation
in the rational z-transfer function of the GCFs, thus totally
avoiding instability problems. Moreover, we propose the use of a
simple droop compensator for the sake of recovering the passband
droop distorting the useful digital signal in the baseband. A design
example is proposed with the aim of showing the application of
the proposed technique, and a practical architecture of a sample
third-order GCF is discussed.

Index Terms—Cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) filters, comb,
decimation, decimation filter, delta-sigma, generalized comb filter
(GCF), power-of-2 (PO2), sinc filters.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

THE DESIGN of computationally efficient decimation fil-
ters for ΣΔ analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, as well as

general multistage decimation architectures, is a well-known
research topic [1]–[4].

To define the notation employed throughout this brief, con-
sider an analog signal x(t) (with bandwidth [−Bx,+Bx])
analog-to-digitally sampled with a frequency fs = 1/Ts, which
is hereafter called sampling frequency. Let fs = ρ · 2Bx. With
this setup, the normalized digital bandwidth of the discrete-
time signal x(nTs) can be written as [−(Bx/fs),+(Bx/fs)] =
[−(1/2ρ),+(1/2ρ)].

For ease of notation, let fo = 1/2ρ. We notice in passing
that ρ = 1 corresponds to sampling a signal at the Nyquist
frequency, and no oversampling is accomplished on the analog
signal x(t). On the other hand, for ρ � 1, we are dealing with
oversampled A/D converters, and the sampled signal x(nTs)
has to be decimated down to the Nyquist frequency to be
processed by digital signal processing algorithms.

Oversampled digital signals are practically decimated down
to the so-called Nyquist frequency using a cascade of two
(or more) decimation stages, as suggested by Crochiere and
Rabiner in the landmark paper [5] (see also [7]), and the
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frequency response H(ejω) of the first decimation filter in the
cascade must attain the design specifications in the frequency
ranges (hereafter called folding bands) defined as [(k/D) −
fc; (k/D) + fc], with k = 1, . . . , �(D/2)�. The reason lies in
the observation that the spectral content falling inside these fre-
quency bands will fold down to baseband because of the sam-
pling rate reduction by D in the first decimation stage, hence
inevitably affecting the signal resolution after the multistage
decimation chain [7]. Unlike classical finite-impulse response
(FIR) filters designed to meet predefined specifications over the
whole digital frequency axis [0,+1/2], decimation filters must
be designed to meet proper specifications only in the folding
bands [5], [7].

In a multistage decimation architecture, the first decima-
tion stage usually exploits N cascaded stages with an overall
z-transfer function defined as [2]

HCN
(z) =

(
1
D

1 − z−D

1 − z−1

)N

=
1

DN

D−1∏
i=1

(
1 − z−1ej 2π

D i
)N

(1)

where D is the desired decimation factor. Its main advantage
over other filters stems from the following facts: 1) It presents
an inherent anti-aliasing effect since its zeros fall in the folding
bands [(k/D) − fc; (k/D) + fc], with k = 1, . . . , �(D/2)�.
2) It is extremely simple to implement. 3) It does not require any
multiplier in the practical architecture. However, the magnitude
response exhibits a considerable passband droop, which, in
turn, deteriorates the downsampled signal.

Generalized comb filters (GCFs) were introduced in [8] with
the goal of improving the selectivity performance of classical
comb filters around the folding bands previously defined. As
an instance, compared to a classical third-order comb filter
[HCN

(z) in (1) with N = 3], a third-order GCF has z-transfer
function

H3(z) = H0
1 − z−D

1 − z−1

1 − z−De−jαD

1 − z−1e−jα

1 − z−DejαD

1 − z−1ejα
(2)

whereby α is defined as [8]

α = q2πfo. (3)

Basically, α applies a rotation to the zeros of a classical
comb filter by spreading them across the folding bands. Indeed,
choosing 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, the rotated zeros fall in the folding bands.
(Notice that GCFs become classical comb filters by choos-
ing q = 0 ⇒ α = 0; in this respect, GCFs generalize classical
comb filters.) The main drawback of GCFs lies on the presence
of real coefficients due to the applied zero rotation.
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With this background, let us provide a quick survey of the
recent literature related to the problem addressed here.

A third-order modified decimation sinc filter was proposed
in [9] and still further analyzed in [10] and [11]. Other works
somewhat related to the topic addressed in this brief are [12]–
[22]. Gao et al. [12] and Aboushady et al. [13] proposed
computational efficient decimation filter architectures for im-
plementing classical comb filters. Kwentus et al. [14] proposed
the use of decimation sharpened filters embedding comb filters,
whereas Dolecek and Mitra [15] addressed the design of a novel
two-stage sharpened comb decimator. Laddomada and Mondin
[20] and Daneshgaran and Laddomada [21] proposed novel
decimation schemes for ΣΔ A/D converters based on Kaiser
and Hamming sharpened filters and then generalized in [22]
for higher order decimation filters. Laddomada [16] proposed
the design of multistage decimation architectures relying on
constituent cyclotomic polynomial filters. Dolecek and Mitra
[17] proposed compensation filters to decrease the passband
droop of classical comb filters. This work was then extended
in [18] and [19].

The main aim of this brief is to propose a recursive droop-
compensated multiplierless architecture for implementing the
GCFs proposed in [8]. To this end, in Section II, we briefly
recall the z-transfer function of third-order GCFs and highlight
their main peculiarities with respect to classical comb filters.
Then, we present the technique to quantize the multipliers in
order to meet perfect pole–zero cancelation. In Section III,
we present a sample design example, as well as an effective
architecture for implementing recursive multiplierless GCFs.
In Section IV, we present a simple second-order droop com-
pensator to recover the passband distortion introduced by this
class of decimation filters. The design of higher order GCFs is
briefly addressed in Section V, whereas Section VI draws the
conclusion.

II. DESIGN OF ECONOMICAL THIRD-ORDER GCFs

This section presents the details of the technique proposed
for designing multiplierless recursive GCFs. To get started, let
us introduce the z-transfer function of a third-order GCF

H3(z) = H0
1 − z−D

1 − z−1

1 − 2 cos(αD)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α)z−1 + z−2
(4)

where H0 is a constant term ensuring unity baseband gain.1 We
notice in passing that higher order GCFs can straightforwardly
be designed by applying the technique presented in this section
for replacing the real coefficients with power-of-2 (PO2) terms,
as briefly explained in Section V.

To move forward, consider the two multipliers in the
z-transfer function (4)

a = 2 cos(αD) (5)

b = 2 cos(α). (6)

To present the key idea of this section, let us discuss some
specific examples. First, consider the case D = 2. Upon using

1Notice that, being a constant scaling factor, H0 is irrelevant to the analysis
developed henceforth.

known formulas from trigonometry [23], the multiplier a can
be rewritten as

a = 2 cos(αD) = 2
[
2 cos2(α) − 1

]

= 4 cos2(α) − 2. (7)

The key idea is that both multipliers a and b can be expressed
as a function of the common term cos(α). Hence, upon quan-
tizing cos(α), exact pole–zero cancelation is guaranteed, and
the filter H3(z) does not suffer from instability problems. A
useful approximation is the one that represents cos(α) as PO2
coefficients. By doing so, the multipliers are realized as shifters,
which turn to be an economical solution as long as the practical
implementation of these filters is concerned.

This idea can easily be extended to any desired decimation
factor D recalling the relation [23]

cos(αD) = 2 cos (α(D − 1)) cos(α) − cos (α(D − 2)) . (8)

As an instance, consider D = 3. Upon using (8), the first
multiplier can be rewritten as a function of cos(α) as follows:

a = 2 cos(3α) = 4 cos(2α) cos(α) − 2 cos(α)

= 8 cos3(α) − 6 cos(α). (9)

For D = 4, the first multiplier can be rewritten as a function of
cos(α) using the following relation:

a = 2 cos(4α) = 16 cos4(α) − 16 cos2(α) + 2. (10)

On the same line, for D = 8, it is

a = 2 cos(8α)

= 256 cos8(α) − 512 cos6(α)

+ 320 cos4(α) − 64 cos2(α) + 2. (11)

A. Recursive Multiplierless Design of GCFs

In order to find a PO2 expansion of the multipliers a and b,
we quantize cos(α) as follows:

cos(α) = 2−kI (12)

where I , which is a proper integer, can be represented as a sum
of PO2 terms as well.

The next line of pursuit consists of finding the best integer k
to represent cos(α) in (12).

Upon noting that cos(α) ≤ 1 ∀α, we obtain

cos(α) = 2−kI Imax = 2k − 1. (13)

Therefore, it is

cos(α) ≤ 2−k(2k − 1) = 1 − 2−k. (14)

Upon solving (14) for k, the following inequality easily
follows:

k ≥ − log10 (1 − cos(α)) / log10 2. (15)
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Fig. 1. Zero–pole diagram related to the filter H3(z) employing (upper
subplot) real coefficients a and b and (lower subplot) quantized multipliers.
The zeros are denoted by circles, and the poles are denoted by crosses.

This relation can be used to find the least integer value of k
for representing cos(α) as cos(α) = 2−kI while I = 2k − 1.

This technique is applied in the next section to a specific
design example.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLE

This section presents a sample design example in order to
highlight the design steps for choosing the parameters appear-
ing in the proposed decimation filters. Comparisons are also
provided with respect to classical comb filters, as well as with
GCFs without multiplier quantization.

In this design example, we consider a decimation factor
D = 8 and an oversampling factor ρ = 64. This setup identifies
a two-stage decimation architecture whereby the first stage
embeds the anti-aliasing filter proposed in this work with D =
8 whereas the second stage decimates by 8. We notice in
passing that the second stage may employ the same GCF or
any classical decimation filter, such as comb filters.

The normalized bandwidth of the sampled signal is fo =
1/2ρ = 0.0078125 (this means that the analog bandwidth Bx is
mapped to the digital frequency interval [−fo,+fo] after A/D
conversion with sample rate fs), whereas the first folding band
is located in the interval[

1
D

− fo;
1
D

+ fo

]
= [0.1171875; 0.1328125] .

Considering α = q2πfo = 0.038779 (q = 0.79 is the opti-
mal zero rotation derived in [8]), from (15), the values k = 11
and Imax = 2047 easily follow.

The zero–pole diagram of the proposed filter H3(z) em-
ploying real coefficients (a = 1.904525373682791 and b =
1.998496374942524) is depicted in the upper subplot of
Fig. 1, whereas the lower subplot shows the zero–pole dia-
gram for the same filter employing the quantized multipliers
a = 1.937819809321525 obtained using (11) and (13) with
the values k = 11 and Imax = 2047, and b = 2−k+1Imax =
1.9990234375. The key observation from Fig. 1 is the perfect
zero–pole cancelation guaranteed by the filter H3(z) with

Fig. 2. Frequency responses of H3(z) employing real (Label H3(z)-no
quantiz.) and quantized (Label H3(z)-quantized)coefficients, compared with
the frequency response of a third-order comb filter in the first folding band
falling in the frequency interval [0.1171875, 0.1328125]. Notice the improved
zero displacement of the proposed filters within the folding band, compared
to the behavior of a classical comb filter: this is the reason H3(z) guarantees
improved quantization noise rejection relative to an equivalent-order comb filter
(of third order in this specific example).

quantized coefficients. Moreover, notice that the quantization of
poles and zeros does not move the roots outside the unit circle
in the z-plane. The only effect is a slight displacement over
the unit circle, compared to the roots of the filter employing
real coefficients. Moreover, a quick comparison between the
two subplots of Fig. 1 shows that the zero–pole locations of
both filters are fairly similar, thus confirming the effective-
ness of the proposed quantization framework for avoiding real
coefficients and allowing stable recursive implementation of
the proposed filters. This also implies that the noise rejection
performance of the quantized filter H3(z) is the same as that
of the filter embedding real coefficients. Better insights in the
zero locations within the first folding band can be gained by the
plot shown in Fig. 2, where the frequency responses of H3(z)
employing real and quantized coefficients are compared with
the frequency response of a third-order comb filter. Notice the
presence of the rotated zeros spanning the first folding band
[(1/8) − 0.0078125; (1/8) + 0.0078125].

An effective architecture for implementing the proposed
third-order filters is shown in Fig. 3. Such architecture can be
obtained by expanding the polynomials at the numerator and
denominator in (4). Developing the cross terms in (4), setting
m = 1 + b and n = 1 + a, and neglecting the scaling factor
H0, the following z-transfer function can easily be obtained:

H3(z) =
1 − n(z−D − z−2D) − z−3D

1 − m(z−1 − z−2) − z−3
. (16)

Some considerations are in order. Using well-known noble
multirate identities [4], the polynomial 1 − n(z−D − z−2D) −
z−3D at the numerator becomes 1 − n(z−1 − z−2) − z−3 when
moved after the decimator by D block. The recursive part of
the filter 1/(1 − m(z−1 − z−2) − z−3) is realized in front of
the decimator block. We notice in passing that the delays in the
left side of the decimator by D operate at a rate D times higher
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Fig. 3. Recursive implementation of the decimation filter H3(z). The coeffi-
cients in the figure are m = 1 + b and n = 1 + a.

Fig. 4. Passband behaviors of the investigated filters in the frequency range
[0, 0.01]. The curve labeled H3(z)-quantized refers to the proposed filter with
quantized coefficients, whereas the curve H3(z)-no quant. refers to the same
filter employing real coefficients. Finally, the curve labeled 3-rd order Comb
refers to a third-order comb filter. Notice that the three frequency responses
are superimposed. Notice that the worst case passband distortion occurs at the
normalized signal frequency fo = 0 : 0078125.

than the ones on the right side [24], even though, for simplicity,
we did not specify it.

Fig. 4 shows that the passband behavior of the proposed
GCFs, regardless of multiplier quantization, is very similar
to that of a classical third-order comb filter. Because of the
passband droop introduced, the latter class of filters can be
used to decimate the signal down to four times the Nyquist
frequency [3], thus limiting their applicability in multistage
architectures. So is for the GCFs presented in this brief. In
addition, a FIR filter is usually employed at the end of the
multistage architecture for the sake of recovering such signal
distortion. For the sake of counteracting the signal distortion
issue, the next section proposes the use of a droop compensator.

IV. DROOP COMPENSATION OF GCFs

The passband droop of GCFs is similar to that imposed by
equivalent-order classical comb filters. For the sake of compen-
sating this distortion, we employ the multiplierless compensator
proposed in [17].

The z-transfer function of this droop compensator is

Hc(z) = A
[
1 + Bz−D + z−2D

]
(17)

where A = −2−(r+1), B = −(2r+2 + 2), and r is a proper
design parameter noted in Table I. Notice that the z-transfer

TABLE I
OPTIMAL PARAMETER r OF THE GCF DROOP COMPENSATOR

Fig. 5. (Upper subplot) Frequency responses of H3(z) employing real (Label
H3(z)-no quantiz.) and quantized (Label H3(z)-quantized) coefficients and
droop compensator, compared with the frequency response of a third-order
comb filter. (Lower subplot) Same as the upper subplot but the behavior is
depicted in the baseband ranging from the frequency 0 to f0 = 0 : 0078125.

function Hc(z) becomes the second-order polynomial A[1 +
Bz−1 + z−2] when moved after the decimator by D.

The frequency behavior of the filters H3(z) (designed in
Section 3) with quantized and nonquantized coefficients using
the droop compensator is contrasted to the frequency response
of a classical third-order filter in Fig. 5. Notice that the droop
compensator perfectly recovers the passband droop introduced
by the decimation filters H3(z) since

[
H3(ej2πf )Hc(ej2πf )

]∣∣
f=0.0078125

≈ 1.

An effective architecture for implementing the proposed
third-order filter with droop compensator is shown in Fig. 6.
Notice that the compensator is moved at the lower rate after the
decimator block.

Let us briefly compare the sample GCF filter to the tech-
niques in [18] and [19]. As far as the computational complexity
of the proposed droop compensator is concerned, we notice
that Hc(z) is multiplierless, and the terms A and B can be
realized as shift registers. Fernandez Vazquez and Dolecek
[19] addressed the design of droop compensators for GCFs
employing maximally flat, least-square, and minimax criteria.
We notice in passing that such criteria improve the passband
droop introduced by GCFs to the same extent of the droop
compensator in (17) but at the price of one real coefficient if
the maximally flat and least-square criteria are adopted and
two real coefficients if the minimax criterion is employed. In
this respect, the droop compensator in (17) is, by far, more
economical since no real coefficients are needed in the practical
implementation.

In [18], the technique for droop compensation is based on the
sharpening technique, which requires more complex structures
than the simple droop compensator in (17).
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the decimation filter H3(z) with droop compensator. The coefficients noted in the figure are A = −2−(r+1) and B = −(2r+2 + 2)
specified in Table I.

V. HIGHER ORDER GCFs: SOME CONSIDERATIONS

Higher order GCFs can be obtained using multiple instances
of the basic cells

1 − z−D

1 − z−1
,

1 − 2 cos(αD)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α)z−1 + z−2
. (18)

As an instance, a fourth-order GCF is identified by the follow-
ing z-transfer function H4(z):

1 − 2 cos(α1D)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α1)z−1 + z−2

1 − 2 cos(α2D)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α2)z−1 + z−2
.

(19)

Using a similar reasoning, a fifth-order GCF is synthesized
using three cells as follows:

H5(z) =
1 − z−D

1 − z−1

1 − 2 cos(α1D)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α1)z−1 + z−2

· 1 − 2 cos(α2D)z−D + z−2D

1 − 2 cos(α2)z−1 + z−2
. (20)

The choice of the optimal α1 and α2 has been addressed in
[8] (see also [22]) for different filter orders. Multiplierless
implementations of these filters can be accomplished using
the same technique presented in Sections II and III in order
to represent the coefficients 2 cos(α1), 2 cos(α1D), 2 cos(α2),
and 2 cos(α2D) as PO2 terms.

VI. CONCLUSION

This brief has focused on the design of recursive multi-
plierless GCFs by proposing an effective technique to jointly
quantize the coefficients in the z-transfer function in such a way
as to meet perfect pole–zero cancelation.

We have also proposed the use of a very efficient second-
order droop compensator to recover the passband distortion
introduced by this class of filters and briefly addressed the
design of multiplierless higher order GCFs.
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